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ki sony ericsson computer suite home
windows 7 sony ericsson software pc

suite sony ericsson w songs sony ericsson
mode. this is the best android game app
available in google play store. on pc you
can see the tutorial in the link mentioned
above. you can see games like cf strike
back and batman spin off like that. you

can check also in the games xperica5 ii is
also available on pc. ki sony ericsson
computer suite home windows 7 sony

ericsson software pc suite sony ericsson
w songs sony ericsson mode. without the
help of our awesome editors, we wouldn't

have received the sony xperia 5 ii for
testing. we tested every aspect of the

phone from its build quality to its
fingerprint scanner to its cameras to its
overall performance, and we're happy to

report that it's a perfectly adequate
android phone. sony's camera software
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has certainly improved over the years,
but any software can only go so far. when
it comes to the sony camera apps, sony
itself has grown a bit lazy: not a lot of
new features have been added, and
they're still pretty rough around the

edges. like with the xperia 5 ii, i see a lot
of "naturally exposed" photos from the
front-facing camera, which is nice for

videos but not so great for photos. the
sony camera apps are useful, if you need
advanced photo features. there's scene

intelligent auto, which attempts to figure
out what kind of scene you're in and

automatically adjusts the settings to take
the best photos of that environment.
unfortunately, the xperia 5 ii takes
insanely grainy and oddly exposed
photos. only the hdr function in the

camera app functions at all on its own,
and it only auto-enhances the photos. hdr
is only useful for bright, sunny days, when

there's no strong contrast in the photo.
otherwise, the camera seems to be

horribly ineffective. best of all is its new
time-lapse feature, which attempts to

record a series of photos in a minute or
two intervals, rather than the 6-10

minutes seen on most phones. it's a neat
idea, and while the final results aren't

terrible, the xperia 5 ii had trouble
capturing clear, crisp time-lapse images.
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the stabilization feature attempts to
counteract shaky hand motion by

processing the video stream. it can be
effective, but it doesn't always work

particularly well. as a result, you're left
with some really shaky time-lapse and

timelapse videos, which you can fix in a
couple of video editing apps that also

come installed on the phone. the xperia 5
ii has google play music, youtube, and
google photos, all of which have video

editing tools. with its weird-quality, grainy
photos and underwhelming camera

software, the xperia 5 ii probably won't do
much to convince anyone to jump over to
the xperia line. then again, the cameras

in some of the more expensive pixel
phones are really impressive and actually

use sony-made camera modules. the
xperia 5 ii has a 5.84-inch hd+ (1,424 x
720) 2k display, and it does look sharp.
colors are vivid, contrast is good, and
whites are very bright. it has relatively

low blue-light thresholds, too. the display
glass is very thin, which can make it feel
fragile but, after some use, i felt like my
palms were hurting less than they do on
the same-size screens on other phones.
if, like me, you don't need huge text and

you don't want to see the beauty of
everything in the world in greyscale,

you'll love this screen. in terms of
connectivity, the xperia 5 ii's been built
around a usb-c port that's been saddled
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with a whole lot of branding. it's likely
there's a proprietary fast charger in there
somewhere. it will charge a non-standard

18w pd charger in about an hour (four
hours on the 5), but any standard charger
you can buy will get you closer to the 35w
you'll get on a fast charger (you'll also get
a more reliable 24w charger). 5ec8ef588b
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